Performance of Current Broccoli Varieties Under Eastern U.S. Conditions
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Current broccoli varieties are too sensitive to climatic conditions to support an expanded year-round industry. We identified existing and newly released varieties with the most promise, and established a research network for vigorous breeding and release of varieties for Eastern production, and for releasing new varieties specifically targeted to eastern production.

The Issue

Broccoli uses environmental clues to coordinate head development, but the cues are sometimes absent in the warm and humid conditions that prevail in the Eastern growing season. The unsynchronized development results in unmarketable heads.

Approach

For the first year of this project, we evaluated current and pending varieties at five locations representative of Eastern growing conditions. Our goal was to determine:

- How good are the best current varieties?
- Are there traits that are consistently missing?
- Is maintaining uniform buds associated with some undesirable trait, e.g. large buds?

Materials and methods

Trials were placed in five locations representing the range of environments most likely to support an expanded broccoli industry. Evaluators used a common scale to evaluate eleven traits that are common head-quality defects under eastern growing conditions. Participating seed companies were asked to supply strong material. The trials were conducted under confidentiality agreements that preclude revealing the identity of varieties in this context.

Performance of current material

In the summer heat, commonly planted varieties (blue) varieties did not consistently produce supermarket-grade heads. Those selected by the seed companies as potential new contenders (red) performed better, whereas other varieties available to eastern growers did worse (green). Therefore, growers are accessing the best available material, but better-adapted varieties will soon be available.

Future prospects

The promise of breeding suitable varieties is strong. The seed companies had useful material in the pipeline that was released in 2012 as a result of this project. The essential traits appear not be associated with undesirable traits. The project continues with public experimental hybrids and new commercial hybrids specifically targeted to the east.
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